Communication & Language
Talk about their news
Following instructions
What am I? Children to give clues about an unseen fruit and others guess what it is
Fruit and vegetable related songs
Sorting fruits into sets- type, colour
Follow instructions to make a fruit kebab
Read Handa’s surprise- order the story
Make senses pots with different food in for children to smell
or touch and guess what they are

Personal, Social & Emotional Development

Are Carrots
Orange?

Mathematics

Team Games
Following instructions/following rules

Abacus maths

Sharing toys

Making biscuits/cakes weighing out the ingredients and

Following rules
Work together to make a salad with their friends

Counting the currants into them
Weighing and comparing fruit and vegetables
Number games
Everyday Maths- dinner numbers, number of children at school, snack time how
many fruit?
Compare the sizes of the carrots they have grown

Expressive Arts & Design

Understanding of the World

Music- exploring rhythm/pulse/introducing instruments/exploring different sounds

Look at different fruit and vegetables both whole and sliced up- close
RE-Questions that puzzle us.
observation

Clapping the rhythm of their names

Visit a supermarket and investigate different types of food.

Fruit and vegetable printing
Create Mr Potato and Mrs Carrot characters using washed vegetables
Read Too many carrots children to think about what they could make with lots of
carrots- look in recipe books and make their ideas.

Plant rainbow mix carrot seeds follow instructions for planting and take
care of their seeds.
Talk about similarities and differences between meal times.
Talk about similarities and differences between different
fruit and veg

Are Carrots
orange?
Literacy

Individual reading books/Guided Reading

Answering questions
Name writing

then cooked
Physical Development

Phonics- Phase 1- sounds around us/instrumental sounds
Phase 2-initial sounds/key words
News writing

Changing properties- explore pasta when uncooked

Read Don’t forget the bacon- list items bought

Handwriting practice- mark making
Practice using different fasteners on clothing
PE/Activate
Grow vegetables in pots- lettuce, courgette, radish, tomatoes
Sort healthy and unhealthy food

Order the events of a trip to the supermarket
Read non- fiction book related to topic
Read Pass the Jam Jim- talk about alliteration and rhyming words
Read Oliver’s vegetables order days of the week with the correct vegetables
Make their own food labels

Outdoor Provision- Sand, Water, Mud kitchen, Den building, Bikes, Bats and ballsthrowing and catching

